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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a control architecture for real-time control of complex robotic systems. The Modular
Integrated Control Architecture (MICA), which is actually two complementary control systems, recognizes and
exploits the differences between asynchronous and synchronous control. The asynchronous control system
simulates shared memory on a heterogeneous network. For control information, a portable event-scheme is
used. This scheme provides consistent interprocess coordination among multiple tasks on a number of
d.o'r.'.wted systems. The machines in the network can vary with respect to their native operating systems and
the internal representation of numbers they use. The synchronous control system is needed for light real-time
control of complex electromechanical systems such as robot manipulators, and the system uses multiple
processors at a specified rate. Both the synchronous and asynchronous portions of MICA have been developed
to be extremely modular. MICA presents a simple programming model to code developers and also considers
the needs of system integrators and maintainers. MICA has been used successfully in a complex robotics project
involving a mobile 7-degrce-of-freedom manipulator in a heterogeneous network with a body of software
totaling over 100,000 lines of code. MICA has also been used in another robotics system, controlling a
commercial long-reach manipulator.

1. INTRODUCTION

Robots differ from other intelligent systems in that they interact with the world by mechanical means.
Robotic system architectures must simultaneously incorporate several operations: manipulation control,
multiple sensor systems, operator interfaces, navigation control, symbolic reasoning, and safety systems, to
name but a few. The architectures must address the requirements of real-time systems that interact directly
with sensors and effectors while they simultaneously meet the needs of higher-level reasoning processes that
do not intend with the world in a direct sense and cannot meet hard real-time deadlines. Consequently, both
the hardware and the software architectures of robotic systems tend to be rather complex.

From the software point of view, system builders have typically relied upon some kind of centralized structure
and a variety of communications schemes So coordinate the activities of various parts of the system. Examples
include the NASREM^ architecture from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which
incorporates a central memory, and the Task Control Architecture^ from Carnegie Mellon llniversity (CMU),
which incorporates a central controller that communicates with remote tasks by message-passing. The Ground
Survein*nce Robot' simulates a centralized blackboard on a distributed system where the processors
communicate by exchanging messages according to a fixed protocol. However, a centralized resource of any
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kind will eventually constitute a performance bottleneck if it is physically instantiated, assuming a central
memory or central controller simplifies the software design immeasurably (see Brooks'* for a noteworthy
coiinterexaniple).

From the hardware point of view, system builders have been able to take advantage of the physical
proximity of their processors to implement common-bus multiprocessing schemes (e.g., CONDOR-*). Tight
coupling among processors permits fast interprocess communications schemes to be implemented on the basis of
shared memory in a global address space. Tight coupling also permits real-time multiprocessing because the
existence (or the simulation) ot a common clock cases intcrprocessor synchronization. Again, contention for the
common resource may constitute a potential bottleneck, but the existence of a common bus, a common clock, and a
global address space greatly simplifies system integration

However, tight coupling may not always be possible, for instance, when a mobile robot must communicate with
a remote supervisor or when multiple mobile robots must cooperate to accomplish a single task. It is also
desirable in some instances to be able to integrate a heterogeneous collection of computers because one may be
able to perform a calculation more effectively than another. For example, an operator's console may contain
special-purpose graphics hardware ami run an operating system different from that of a robot. In these
instances, the assumption of a centralized resource, either hardware or software, becomes difficult to
maintain.

Nevertheless, the conceptual simplicity of shared memory makes t an extremely attractive programming
model, especially in large projects where coordinating the activities of a large number of programmers can
itself become a significant source of complexity. In this paper, we describe the Modular Integrated Control
Architecture (MICA), which provides separate mechanisms for both asynchronous (soft real-time) and
synchronous (hard real-time) systems and defines an interface between them. MICA integrates tightly
coupled real-time multiprocessor systems with a loosely coupled asynchronous heterogeneous network. MICA
hides this complexity behind a simple programming model by simulating a shared memory over the
heterogeneous network/1 thus easing the conceptual burden on software architects and the implementation
burden on system developers.

We begin by discussing the architectural requirements for robotic systems, focusing first on the interprocess
communication and synchronization requirements of sensor-based robotic systems. We then illustrate a model
of a distributed multiprocessor system and present a communications system that eliminates much of the
complexity. The details of the integration of synchronous real-time subsystems are then discussed. We
attempt to explain the motivations behind many of our design choices by examining their impact on the system
development process. We conclude by presenting the implementation of these concepts on two robotic systems.

2. ARCHITECTURAL REQUIREMENTS

In MICA, processes in a robotic system arc classified into two types: asynchronous and synchronous.
Asynchronous processes may require interprocess synchronization or may be free-running processes that perform
some sort of computation without interprocess synchronization. In either case, they do not have strict
execution deadlines. Synchronized processes are coordinated by a common real-time clock. Because
programming hard real-time systems is generally more difficult, we would like to construct systems comprised
mainly of asynchronous processes.

MICA is a two-part software architecture, as shown in Fig. 1, in which processes are divided into an
asynchronous group and a synchronous group. Within the asynchronous group, processes communicate with
each other either by placing data on a "blackboard" or by sending "events" (messages having a stereotyped
format) or both. Any process within the asynchronous group may communicate with any other. The
synchronous gro'ip is composed of one or more "clusters," that is processes synchronized by a common clock.
Sjrochronous processes can communicate with each other by posting data on a common block local to the cluster.
However, synchronous processes can communicate synchronously with only other processes in the same cluster
through the synchronous common block. If communication with an asynchronous process OT another cluster is
desired, an asynchronous interface process must be used.
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Fig. 1. - Separation of synchronous and asynchronous processes.

3. ASYNCHRONOUS SYSTEM CONTROL

The asynchronous portion of MICA allows asynchronous processes to communicate control and data by using a
blackboard for the communication of data and events for interprocess synchronization. MICA runs on a
heterogeneous distributed-memory network of workstations by simulating shared memory (see Nitzberg and
Lo6 for a review of this topic). The various machines on the network can be heterogeneous with respect to the
native operating system and the native internal representation of numbers used on each machine. In brief, this
is accomplished by replicating the contents of the blackboard into each separate address space in the system.
Messages are created from parts of the blackboard and broadcast to each address space in the network when
the contents of the part are changed.

In distributed shared memory systems, the principal problem is that of data coherency. MICA solves this by
broadcasting changes to shared memory as they are made by the processes. The additional problem with
heterogeneous systems lies in the different internal representation of numbers used by different machines. The
disastrous consequence of this inconsistency is that the actions associated with communicating a message
among machines depend upon the contents of the message. For example, to communicate a floating-point
variable from one machine to another, it is not sufficient to know only the number of bytes it occupies; one must
also translate the datum from the format of the source machine into the format of the destination machine. A
special compiler genei ates the translation code required to convert from one machine format to another.

Data on the blackboard are regarded as continuous in time; therefore, MICA uses an event mechanism to pass
control information from one process to another. An event is a message having a stereotyped format that
transmits a small quantity of control information among processes. Event messages provide a simple
transparent method to pass control information within a single processor, among processors in a backplane, and
among processors in a Local-Area-Network (LAN). Events can be used in concert with the blackboard so that
the communication of data can be coordinated with the communication of control information.

The concept of the event system is similar to the event systems typically used in graphical user interfaces. In
these systems, events are defined to correspond to user input such as mouse clicks and key presses and also to
system control messages such as window update events. This organization allows programs to be modeless,
responding to messages delivered by the system to the program. The MICA event system takes the event
concept one step further by allowing multiple processes to control one another by using events.

Events contain the information required for interprocess coordination, consisting of an integer event code,
integer source and destination process code, a priority, and a data field for optional data. The event code
represents the command that one process may give another. The event source and destination record the
sending and receiving processes, respectively. This information is useful for an event-tracing process that
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monitors all events communicated in a distributed system. Events are prioritized so that high-priority events
such as emergency shutdown supersede any lower priority event;.. Priorities also can be used to set the sequence
of operations for a complex set of event messages. An optional data field can be used for auxiliary information
such as desired arm positions, device enable masks, and so forth.

A small set of functions is used by developers to handle events. Two of these functions (get_next_event and
post_event) are for receiving and sending events, respectively. However, like data on the blackboard, events
are transmitted across system boundaries. Therefore, the event manager running on each system needs to be
kept informed of which processes are running locally on that system. Thus, two other functions (register_event
and resign_event) inform the event manager that a process is starting and stopping, respectively.
Intraprocessor, interprocessor, and intersystem event communication is transparent to both the process sending
an event and the process receiving an event.

One benefit of using events is that of consistent process implementation. Event processes are written in the form
of an event loop. The event loop receives an event from the event manager and then acts on it. Using a
modeless event-loop-based design, any event can be processed properly whenever it comes in.

Figure 2 illustrates how MICA realizes the software model of Fig. 1. A copy of the entire asynchronous
blackboard is resident in the memory of each machine. Asynchronous processes (P), communicate with each
other through this blackboard (one or more of these processes may be an interface to a synchronous cluster).
Whenever one of these processes updates data on the blackboard, n signal awakens a sleeping write process
(VV), which writes data into the communications network. Data incoming from the network interrupt sleeping
read processes (R) on other machines, which store the data in the local copy of the blackboard. An event
manager (fiM) process also runs on each machine. When an event arrives for a process, the event manager
places it in an input queue specific to that process. If the process is not running on the machine where the event
originated, the event manager broadcasts the events to all other machines in the network.

4. SYNCHRONOUS SYSTEM CONTROL

The synchronous portion of MICA provides more precise control with respect to time than does the
asynchronous portion. This type of control is needed in many real-time hardware control schemes but can be
applied whenever appropriate. A synchronous system can be executed on one or more processors, but the
processors must be driven by a common clock. Because the timing constraints are rigid, synchronous systems
require tightly coupled processors if more than one processor is used. The synchronous portion of MICA is
modeled after previous work on the NASA Laboratory Telerobotic Manipulator (LTM)7 LTM uses multiple
processors to execute the real-time control algorithms necessary for precise control of dual master/slave
manipulator arms. The synchronous portion of MICA is based on the concepts used in LTM but adds increased
modularity and extendibility.

The need for a deterministic, time-critical system is based on the needs of modern proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) algorithms that are used in most servocontrollers. The integral and derivative terms become
very complicated if a precise time-step is not maintained. Furthermore, such an algorithm requires precise
knowledge of the exact time increments between control loops.

Several practical considerations also guided the design of MICA. First, because the synchronous code would
normally be controlling complex hardware systems, it is necessary to provide a simulation capability. This
capability allows us to simulate new algorithms, and to gain confidence in them before application to the
actual hardware system. Second, a safety code must be appropriately integrated for the system to operate in a
controlled manner. Automatic system shutdown should occur if an erroneous motion command is given. In a
modular system, the safety code can be separated from the control algorithms and tested separately. In this
manner, we can test new algorithms with minimal concern to the safety aspects of the system. This feature
also has an important advantage: critical safety systems cannot be bypassed. Finally, as system complexity
grows, new processors sometimes must be added to bear the burden of increased processing loads. By adding
processors, the existing part of a synchronous system can be easily redistributed simply by changing an
execution table.
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Fig. 2. - Distributed Blackboard model.

MICA decomposes a synchronous system into an organizational hierarchy, as shown in Fig. 3. Cluster refers to
an entire synchronous system. This distinction is necessary because an arm-control cluster may not necessarily
be synchronized to a wheel-control cluster. All control codes that must operate synchronously are contained
within the cluster. Every cluster has an asynchronous interface to allow other processes to communicate with
the cluster. This interface is able to interact with both the asynchronous system and the synchronous control
loops within the cluster.

Modules are functional entities within a cluster. For example, there may be an input/output (I/O) module and
a kinematics module. The collection of modules defines the functionality of the cluster.

Packages are alternative instances of modules. Installing different packages into a cluster typically changes
the characteristics of the entire cluster. For example, a simulation package may be chosen for an I/O module
instead of an actual drive package to perform simulations.

Routines perform the desired function of the package. One or more routines can exist in a single package.
Several reasons exist for having multiple routines in a package. One is to allow a single package to have code-
execuling over several processors. Another is to allow two different routines to execute in different orders on a
single processor. For example, the actual I/O package may have a routine to do input. Another routine may
then execute at a later time to perform safety checks and output to the motor drives. It is important to note
that once the routines for a package are defined, a package can then be treated as a single entity. Therefore, a
package can be installed and removed without having to define explicitly which routines are affected.
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Fig. 3. - Synchronous MICA hierarchy.

A simple naming convention is used for the processors needed for <i synchronous systems. A control processor
(CP) is used to be the asynchronous interface to the synchronous system. This processor has a conventional,
event-driven interface program that also has the ability to control the synchronous system. The CP can
contain unrelated asynchronous programs for other parts of the integrated system. The CP can also contain a
synchronization interrupt routine that is used to control the synchronous processors, but this is not absolutely
necessary.

One or more loop processors (LPs) execute the synchronous control loop. In our initial implementations, the
system uses two LPs lo execute all control code. Since the LPs are driven by table-driven execution, it is
relatively easy to add LPs to an existing system or redistribute the processing load among existing LPs. The
real-time control loops must have the highest priority on the LPs and must not be interrupted by asynchronous
processes.

The CP contains a synchronization-interrupt routine that is used to set sync flags within the multiple LPs. The
LP execution code waits in a loop until the sync flag is set. Once the sync flag is set, the LP checks for changes
in state and starts sequentially executing a number of "chores." A chore list allows the system designer to
specify the order in which the routines will be run on an LP.

Once the LP has finished with its chores, it clears its sync flag and starts the control loop again, waiting for
the next sync flag. Because the sync flag is cleared after all chores have been completed, the CP can check the
sync flag to make sure it is cleared before it sets the sync flag again. If the sync flag is still set, the LP has not
finished the loop, and a slow loop counter is incremented. In some cases, slow loops indicate a serious problem,
thus causing a system shutdown. In other cases, an occasional slow loop is acceptable, especially when an
exception condition occurs that requires more processor time. Many slow loops indicate improper chore
assignment among the multiple LPs.

The use of dedicated CPUs is not required for MICA but is an implementation convenience. If other processes
were allowed, the synchronous operation probably would be entirely part of a high-priority interrupt routine
instead of using the sync-flag method discussed previously. In this case, the LP would not execute on a
dedicated processor but would be an interrupt routine. Other than this deviation from the terminology, all
other synchronous constructs would remain intact.

Though routines must be synchronized by MICA, there is flexibility as to the rate of synchronization. An "LP
sequence factor" can be applied to the sync interrupt 10 determine the rate of synchronization for each LP. This
allows time-consuming routines to execute at a slower rate while maintaining precise synchronization. In
addition to the LP sequence factor, each routine has its own sequence factor. Both types of sequence factors can
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be changed dynamically. The relationship between sequence factors ai\d routine execution is shown in Fig. 4.
In this example, LPO and LP2 have an LP sequence factor of 1. In other words, they get a sync flag on every
interrupt by the CP synchronization interrupt. LP1 has an LP sequence factor of 2 and gets a sync flag on every
other ioop. Note thai routine (c) is a time-consuming routine and is placed on an LP vviih an LP sequence factor
of 2. In the example of Figure 4, routine (d) may have a routine sequence factor of 2. Because it is assigned to
execute on LP1 (with an LP sequence factor of 2), this routine executes every four loops.

In Fig. 4, LP2 executes code for several routines. Routine (f) has a routine sequence factor of 2 and executes on
ever)' other time slice. Note that it keeps its order of execution, which :.s critical in a real-time system. Also
note that routines (g) and (h) alternately execute. This is an example of a single package that has a time-
consuming calculation divided to execute at the loop rate.

Time

•

Utl
(Soq. Factor - 1)

i<
T a

Tb

? - aXb

indicates sotting of sync flag

LIM
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c

~ .1
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~ f
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f c
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Fig. 4. - Application o' sequence factor to LP routines.

Typically, the execution on one LP proceeds without much interaction from the other LPs. However, there may
be cases that require a handshake-mechanism between routines on different processors. In most of these cases,
the handshake is necessary to obtain data at the proper time. In these cases, a short interface routine can be
written to transfer the data to or from other LPs.

The synchronous portion of MICA permits developers tighter control of memory allocation than does the
asynchronous portion. Though typically all memory in a tightly coupled system can be accessed by all
processors, it is not necessarily true that all of it can be accessed at the same speed. In MICA, partitioning of
memory is dictated by the expected number of accesses. Data are assigned to reside on the processor that
accesses them the most. A common store is used to contain data 'hat all processors need equally. The
synchronous common block is separate and independent of the asynchronous blackboard. Asynchronous
blackboard accesses (and associated blocking) must not interfere with the operation of the synchronous system.

The synchronous portion of MICA is controlled by an asynchronous interface to allow the asynchronous system
to control synchronous loops by using a high-level library interface. For example, high-level events can be
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passed through the asynchronous, distributed system to command a complex sequence of motions within a
cluster. The interface between the synchronous LPs and the asynchronous CP is crucial. The CP must be able to
control the operation of any of the LPs but must also be synchronized with the synchronous loop rate. This is
handled by an event structure known as "steps." These steps are added to a queue that is read at the start of
each LP's synchronous control loop. LPs can also add to the step queue. In this manner, all changes occur at the
start of thf synchronous control loop in a precise manner.

5. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS
A complex control architecture is not very interesting unless it can be implemented. MICA provides not only for
capability in the finished system but also for capability in its construction. The differing needs of system
designers, developers, integrators, and maintainers are frequently neglected in discussions of system
architectures. MICA addresses some (but not all) of these needs by using either simple, but flexible, conceptual
models or concrete delivered capability.

MICA assists designers in three ways. First, it flattens out a heterogeneous, distributed memory environment
by creating the illusion of a homogeneous system communicating via common memory. Thus, to a first
approximation, the designer does not have !o worry about the number of processors in the system, their
relationship to one another, or the operating system software running on each. Second, by explicitly
separating data from control, MICA allows the designer to think in terms of continuous processes thai exchange
data without synchronization, and of coordinated processes that coordinate themselves by exchanging
messages. Third, MICA assists in the detailed design by providing a simple, uniform protocol for the exchange
of data.

Typically, the development stage in a project involves more people than any other stage. Information that
must be shared by all persons in the development is, therefore, expensive. Furthermore, if the information is
difficult to understand, there is a high potential for error.

MICA addresses this situation by providing (1) a small and simple function ensemble that provides all
interprocess and intcrsystem communication services in a uniform format and (2) a simple, uniform, easy-to-use
syntax for referencing data. Because the function ensemble is small and simple, error-prone communication
among people is minimized. Because the syntax is difficult to gel wrong, the poiential for implementation
errors is minimized. Developers are freed to concentrate on delivering capability in their component rather
than being distracted by complex interprocess communication protocols.

During system integration, it is desirable to be able to test each component of the system independently and to
assemble gradually the finished system by assembling and testing increasingly larger subsystems, thereby
fixing problems as they are found.

MICA addresses these concerns with the blackboard and event models. The simple, uniform syntax by which
references are made provides a simple method for creating scaffolding and monitor processes that can simulate
input to modules or subsystems or record their output. Because all I/O in modules not tied directly to hardware
is accomplished through the blackboard, MICA makes it possible to move processes around in a heterogeneous
system without making changes to the source code.

MICA was designed in particular for robotics applications, which are very often time-sensitive Use of direct-
memory references to the blackboard, rather than going through intermediate software (as is done, for
example, in Carriero and Gelerntcr*), makes these references, particularly reads, relatively inexpensive in
terms of time. Perhaps the most objectionable aspect of the system from the performance perspective is the
mandatory global broadcast associated with writes. In cases where it is necessary to avoid this delay, it is
possible to dynamically disable intersystem communication on a proccss-by-process basis. This can result in a
substantial time savings and can be exploited with great effectiveness in instances where all consumers of the
relevant data are known to be using the same address space as the producer.

MICA was designed in particular to make the software easy to maintain. By "maintenance," we mean not only
eliminating bugs but also extending and improving the system by adding capability and new modules and
porting the system to new environments as the opportunity arises.
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The first maintenance issue, finding and eliminating bugs, is addressed by the bl.ickbo.ird model. Data written
to the blackboard stay 'here until they are overwritten. The d.«M arc available to any process that wants to
read them, in particular, diagnostic utilities. A system integrator or maintamer who understands what the
correct results should be for a given situation can easily create diagnostic monitors that display what the data
actually arc. Thus, incorrect results are easy to detect.

The policy of allowing only one process to write to any given location on the blackboard means that when
incorrect data are detected, the offending process is immediately identified. Thus, errors can be isolated
rapidly, and then one can concentrate effort on a single process consisting of a few hundred to a few thousand
lines of code rather than having to search through the entire system for every bug.

Extending the system takes three forms: adding events to an existing process, extending the output of an
existing process, and adding new processes. Adding event codes to a process involves no changes outside that
process, except for a change to the event definitions file. Once changed, the code must be recompiled, as must
the code that sends the new event to the process. Enhancing the output of a process or adding a new process
involves changes to the blackboard definitions file. Naturally, once the definitions of the blackboard have
changed, any process that wants to communicate by using the new data elements has to be recompiled.

Finally, computers, operating systems, and even robot hardware may evolve at a rate different from that for
the software. Therefore, existing code should be easily ported to new configurations as the new configurations
are brought on-line. MICA addresses these issues by using only the minimal set of hardware and operating
system specific services necessary to meet its specification and by isolating these services carefully. Thus,
moving MICA from one system to another does not require reinventing the whole system.

The work described in this paper benefits the U.S. Department of Fnergy Nuclear Engineering Robotics for
Advanced Reactors Program.'* This program consists of research teams from five institutions: the University of
Florida, University of Michigan, University of Tennessee, University of Texas, and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL). Each institution contributes soflwa-e and/or hardware to an annual joint technology
demonstration in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. ORNL performs final system integration. This program provides all
participants an opportunity to work together in an open environment.

MICA has been implemented on the HERMIES-111 mobile robot.'^ A prominent feature of HERM1ES-1II is the
CESARm manipulator.'1 Also included on HERMIES-MI are several sensor subsystems including sonars, a
laser range camera, and three charge-coupled-device (CCD) cameras.

The CESARm manipulator has 7 degrees-of-freedr.ii. That is, 7 unique actuators that contribute to the motion
of the end effector. Because only 6 degrecs-of-freedom are required to uniquely specify a point and orientation
in space, CESARm is said to have "redundant" degrees of freedom. Complex algorithms" are required to
resolve the redundancy, thereby smoothly controlling the end effector motion while a cartesian move is being
executed. The CESARm manipulator also has coupled actuators. That is, motion in one of the motors affects
motion in several of the joints. Another motor controls a complementary motion in the same joints. Therefore, a
unique relationship exists between the motor positions and the joint positions. Because of the complexity of
the control algorithms, which execute at 150 Hz, two LPs are used to control CESARm.

Figure 5 suggests the degree of modularity attained by MICA. This simple diagram, specific to real-time arm
control, shows the division among high-level control module, follower module, servolevel module, and I/O
module. The output of the high-level control module is directed into the follower module, which performs
appropriate transformati >ns oi> the desirec. position data. The follower module feeds into the servolevel
module, which may consist of a P1D controller. However, some connections may not be reasonable because the
'motor-level' follower is not being connected to the torque controller' servolevel package. It is up to the system
designers to decide which packages arc compatible with each other. Figure 5 shows also that a simulation
can be performed simply by choosing the simulation package instead of the actual I/O package. For the
CESARm manipulator, seven modules have been defined. Additional modules may be added as needs warrant.
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A human-machine interface (HMD provides a graphical development interlace to the CESARm cluster.
Packages can be selected for installation from the HMl and can be used directly to control the CESARm motion.
All parameters can be set from various custom interfaces specific lo the relevant package. In addition, motor
and joint positions csr. be viewed in a separate status window. Because any event-driven process can command
CESARm to perform complex moves using events, the HM! interfaces with the CP by using the asynchronous
event system. For CESARm, the HMl is implemented on an Apple Macintosh 11 computer.
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Fig. 5. - Modular relationship between routines for control of the CESARm.

A unique aspect of the HMl is that all development for the multiprocessor synchronous system (two LPs) and
its asynchronous interface (a CP) can be carried out on the HMl itself without being connected at all to
CESARm. The Macintosh used for the HMl deals with its own event loop, the HMl event loop, the CP event
loop, and a simulated synchronous LP control loop. This combination creates a stand-alone simulation
environment, which is useful in development.

While MICA was being created, this environment eliminated the problems associated with distributed
development (Macintosh HM) and tiie CP/LP VME system). Once the simulated multiprocessor environment
was available, CP and LP development progressed rapidly. This environment has proven to be useful, even
after the system became operational. Users have been able to develop new packages for CESARm on a stand-
alone system, simulating the final results without risking potential damage to the manipulator.

The development of MICA has successfully shown that complex robotic systems can be implemented with
relative ease. Not only has MICA proven to be successful in the HERMlES-III/CESARm implementation, but
also it has been utilized in an underground storage tank technology demonstration'^ sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy Office of Technology Development (OTD). In this system, MICA is used to control a
SPAR RMS 2500 long-reach manipulator. For this purpose, the MICA control code was ported to the VxWorks
operating system. The ease of MICA implementation on another robot system and under different operating
system attests to its portability. Approximately 4 person-months of effort were required for the complete
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transfer and full checkout. During this time, MICA was also enhanced to include new capabilities. Therefore,
subsequent applications of MICA should require even less time. The MICA Kernel is being evaluated for its
potential use as part of a standardized OTD control architecture.

7. CONCLUSION

M!CA establishes synchronous real-time control in tightly coupled muitiproccssors and asynchronous real-
time control on both local processors and processors eonncsitec1 over a LAN. The asynchronous events can be
transmitted to remotely connected processors as wel! as to local processors. However, no attempt has been
made t t provide a synchronous control mechanism to loosely coupled processors because a dedicated
communication link would be required for both synchronous control and data information.

All system requirements have beon met in the design of both the asynchronous and the synchronous portions of
MICA. The MICA modularity has been exploited in the design and integration of both asynchronous and
synchronous modules as well as in heterogeneous systems. The extendibility has been useful in adding new
capabilities to the systems on which MICA has been implemented,

A primary benefit of MICA is in system integration and maintenance. Large amounts of complex code have
been integrated into a single operational system. The integration philosophy of MICA has proven itself and
will be exploited again. Because MICA encourages consistent coding techniques, large tennis can effectively
work together on fin.il integration.
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